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About This Game

Thetaball is an authentic digital sport with challenging, physics-based gameplay and lifelike AI. Each of the game's 256 robotic
players is a distinct individual, created by a process of simulated evolution; because the bots have co-evolved within a complex

physical environment -- both cooperating with and competing against one another -- their behaviors are diverse, robust, and
lifelike. The end result is a game with all the challenge and re-playability of a real-world sport.

In the single-player game, your task is to field a team of robotic athletes in order to advance through a series of progressively
more challenging leagues, earning as many coins as you can along the way. You can remotely control any of the bots on your

team, or let them play on their own.

In the local-multiplayer game, 2-8 players choose up sides, with AI-controlled bots filling in the empty slots.

About the Engine

Generator is a specialized 2D game engine based on Evolutionary Robotics, a technique for the automated creation of
simulated robots. The engine provides a C++ framework for generating populations of such robots and deploying them in a

completed game. It also includes a heavily optimized, glitch-free physics module for simulating the environments in which the
robots interact and evolve. Thetaball is the first game built on the Generator engine; more are planned.
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Some Thetaball Features

A true physical (not statistical) simulation -- outcomes are determined not by "rolling dice" but by the actual physical
interactions between players.

Lifelike AI -- every bot is a distinct individual with its own unique style of play.

Extensive single-player game -- earn coins, develop your team, and advance through the leagues.

Exciting couch multiplayer with up to 8 players -- a great party game!

Play with a gamepad or mouse.

Bet on individual matches or buy in to a tournament.

Slow motion replays.

Ultra-smooth animation.

Monitor your coins with a variety of financial reports.

Dozens of practice drills.

Physics-based procedural sound.
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OS: Windows 10
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If you wan't fun for like a minute or two this game is the right game for you, how ever the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
mechanics are horrible and WASD doesn't like to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing respond till like 5 seconds later, it's just a
single player game thats like a $1.00, how ever I feel like this game could do well with a multiplayer mod and supported
modding making the stupidity increase, oh well I hope my review helps you make a decision on purchasing this game.. This is
truly the best game I've ever played. When I started playing it I was skeptical about it, but as I got to know the story line and felt
to be the characters in the story I was truly amazed and mesmorized with the incredible work that the designers had done for this
game. I highly recommend everyone to play this, especially my very muscular and manly male friends that takes pride in their
sexualities.

Dangerous High School Girls In Trouble is not a game, it's a lifestyle!. i'm sucks at cs:go.. For £3.49 it's just about worth the
price. There is nothing wrong with the controls, the ship feels physical with a nice responsive feel. However the is a very shallow
game. More can be done with a campaign, or weapon upgrades or anytype of progression. Could be better. I would not have
paid more then £3.50 for this.. Casual time management game with some match-3 mini games.
Nothing new or innovative, just basic time wasting game, but everything works as intended. If you like time management games
you might like this one and it's cheap too.
For me, this is way too casual and only thing that would make me play more of this is to get the achievements.

Pros:
- Everything seems to work (for me at least)
- Easy achievements for those who care.

Cons:
- Nothing new of innovative.
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This is by far my favourite train on the game. Lovely to drive up and down the two northern sections of the WCML. Don't buy
this however if you're only wanting to use it for career scenarios as the game doesn't account for the tilting mechanism and you
lose all your points for drive quality. Despite that issue this is an absolute must have for your collection, its a good deal at full
price but even better if picked up in a sale.. Got this in a bundle (obviously).

This is a combo 3D platformer/puzzle game. This should make it an instant hit, but the implementation is as bizarre as it is
faulty.

For some reason, making the game story delivery as craphouse as an old dead 1990's 2d pixel RPG seemed like the developers
choice for a "great idea". It fails.

The environment is 3D, but uses really simple polygons and poor quality textures.

Even more bizarrely, the characters in this environment are 2D retro pixel cardboard cutouts.

I get that this is the developers attempt at "art", but as always, in any video game, this notable failure to hire digital artists just
comes across as lazy. "art" is not an excuse for failing to bother to put any effort into the graphics for a game. Art is not "easy",
it's hard work. Review the Sistine Chapel if unsure.

The game might have been okay if the developer had put some effort into all aspects of the game... the levels themselves are
fairly rich and interesting but the shoddy delivery on graphics ruins any enjoyment. So of course, I can't recommend this one..
its b-b-b-b-b-boring. this game is not designed for PC, you need to click more times than necessary because the game was
designed for mobile phone.. Do I recommend this game yes I do?
Having never played a football manager game before.
Really didn’t know what to expect.
Started of really badly think I went 40 games before my first win.
Decided to ask for help. Found a helper and private chatted with him on and off for a few days.
Read the game guide as he recommended and tbh there’s a lot but worth it if you want to succeed. He found me some free
signing recommended some to bid on from the transfer market. Also explained it takes a little time to work on team. And
starting squads were not very good well I found that out myself lol. So I released advertised my players.
Every one of them in fact think I got 10k in total He also told me to try to stick to one formation one tactic a lot of new
managers chop and change to much he told me To shorten this review now will say after a week of signing free players and
cheap buys from market I started to pull away in my qualifying league that was a bit of a wait a fair few days before games
became due.
Found by chatting in matches to managers some help in buying players
Found a few real legend players cheap and doubled my money on two in transfer window.
By the end of 3 weeks my total outlay was 2. 5 mill but received 3 mill in sales from my free signings and real legends I had
bought , had no starting squad players left now, it was my own squad and I had won qualifying group.
Joined an fa and now sit top of that in div 3 Looking forward to div2 next season Have played 25% of league games live against
other managers Again not fantastic but assured it does improve higher you go. Can only say I see negative managers in chat but I
think there often managers with a few teams.
Who seem only to be trying to upset others but its sorted out by a report button system and the community as a whole ban a
manager for a short time period from disrupting chat.
I see this as a good thing. Now do I have to play 24/7? No I do not.
How long do I need to play a day? Longer is probable better, but 10 to 20 mins can be enough.
Really enjoy my time in game. Love beating up the boys:]
Will come back with more after a few months.

. Really Great Visual Novel. It is very relatable to the cruelty and unfairness on how the real world can be.. Had only played it
for a bit, and got bored of it very quickly, that after the first time I logged out of it from playing, I never wanted to play it again.
It was cute and all, and the idea isn't bad, but just with games from AriaGames are it's more of a babysitting type of game, you
want to go and do your quest? You just press on the quest itself and your character goes to do it.. This game has evolved quite
well over its numerous updates. The atmosphere is still gloomy and dark. The game slowly unravels bits and pieces of contextual
details about who you are and why you're there as you explore and read various scrolls, letters, and books. The combat system
favors quick usage of teleport to avoid taking damage, and the locomotion options allow for point to move sliding style as well
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as a unique method called "Room Extender".

I often found myself teleporting a safe distance away enemies to start drawing symbols in the air while pointing at them with my
staff. When I picked up the melee spell, I felt like combat suddenly became much easier than having to deal with drawing
symbols to deal damage. The need to deal ranged damage by drawing the rune for "Vis" seems to still come handy, as there are
times I cought enemies who were unaware of my presence. I'd send a quick flaming bolt at them to get their attention.

The sense of scale is good, especially in sathriel where there is more open space to just roam around in, just to look at the
landscape or landmarks that you'll use to orient yourself during exploration, combat, and gaining strength by finding new spells..
This is definitely a fun little game here. FORCED won't be a delight to everyone, but if you like a hard game then this will
definitely give you the tickles. If you go solo, expect a challenge. If you go with your friends, expect a challenge. If you go with
random people, have fun.

As for the DLC. To use the DLC skin bonus: type \/dark ---> \/classic into the chatbox. The music does not appear in Steam's
music player and the guide\/artwork does not appear in-game. To get the other exclusives of the DLC, you'll have to go into
your SteamApps.. Ogrest is really well done. The delivery via Steam is not.

Your purchase will give you access to a stream, not a download. Unfortunately, you can't pause the movie and allow the whole
thing to buffer before watching - it will only allow a bit to be buffered at a time.

So if you want to watch with good resolution (and why wouldn't you) you may be forced to watch a few minutes, take a break,
watch a few minutes, etc through the whole thing like I did. In my opinion that spoils the experience quite a bit, so I recommend
finding another way to watch it.

Of course, if you have blazing download speeds and the servers are humming along nicely you might have no problem. And
Steam may eventually fix the buffering issue. But I would have appreciated a warning in the reviews I checked, so I'm taking
time to write one. Cheers!
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